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Muthukku Muthaaga is a 2011 Indian Tamil family drama film written, produced and directed by Rasu Madhuravan. Starring debutante Kunilla
Charanari. The film is based on Sri Aurobindo's book "The Seven Secrets of the Cosmos" and tells about the spiritual path of Sri Audipata

Ramanuja, who talks about his spiritual experience, and is also immersed in the reflections of Sri Authentic World (OM), which allows one to
unite with the inexhaustible forces of life, with the divine and With myself. The feature film "Strong Women" reveals to us the complex and

multifaceted life and difficult fate of women in India and in the modern world. The film is based on real events. In the center of the plot is the
story of a woman who raises seven children on her own. Queen of Tamil Nadu - Annaraja Swami Rammushravas - Maharaja of Cochin. Queen

Tumattonka - Ganga Kapoor Karan Puri. Queen Tawala - Maladevi. Queen Ichchha - Peri. Queen Sata is Jayakateswari. The path to higher
spiritual development is the only goal of Indian women. Siddha Ganga is a queen who has gone through the most severe trials, and her stories

about what it is like to be a queen give hope that miraculous abilities and powers are available to women too. She passed all the tests with honor
and achieved the goal of her life. Maria is an ambitious, smart and goal-oriented student. Her life is not sugar, because her father and brother
work all day to provide for the family. In order to somehow make life easier for her family, Maria works as a waitress in a cafe to pay for her
studies at the university. She firmly believes that her whole life will begin with the start of yoga instructor courses at the university. But here's

the bad luck: her father dreamed of an ideal yogi all his life and one day he passes off his only daughter as a girl he liked. For a girl, this is a test,
because she will have to teach at one of the elite yoga schools. Finally, she finds what she has always been waiting for. And now Maria is waiting
for a unique opportunity to radically change her life, while devoting all her time to study. And she decides to become a yogi. But from the very

first weeks, Maria begins to experience such difficulties that their combination simply defies description. P
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